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The Japanese minister for cyber security was accused of making a mockery of his new role after he admitted he has never used
a computer.. Japan's recently appointed cybersecurity and Olympics minister has told parliament he has never used a computer
in his life, though it's his job .... ... Japan's new cybersecurity minister, recently left the whole world dumbfounded after
admitting that he has never used a computer. Sakurada.. TOKYO: A Japanese minister in charge of cybersecurity has provoked
astonishment by admitting he has never used a computer in his .... Japan's new cyber-security minister has dumbfounded his
country by saying he has never used a computer. Yoshitaka Sakurada made the .... yoshitaka sakurada deputy chief of japans
cybersecurity strategy office admitted in the parliament on wednesday that he has never used a computer quotsince .... “I can't
believe that a person who never used a computer is in charge of cybersecurity measures,” said Masato Imai, an opposition
lawmaker.. Japan's new cybersecurity minister has never used a computer and doesn't seem to know what a USB port is. The
bizarre admission has .... A Japanese minister in charge of cybersecurity measures for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics told parliament
that he has never used a computer in his .... Japan's recently appointed cybersecurity and Olympics minister has told parliament
he has never used a computer in his life, though ... Yoshitaka Sakurada, responsible for 2020 Olympics cybersecurity, says he
has staff to 'do .... Japan's Cybersecurity Minister Admits He Has Never Used Computer. Said: “I think you plug USBs into a
hole or something, but I don't know .... Japan's recently appointed cybersecurity and Olympics minister has told parliament he
has never used a computer in his life, though he is .... Japan's recently appointed cybersecurity and Olympics minister has told
parliament he has never used a computer in his life, though he is .... He added that as he has been running his own business since
the age of 25, he simply orders his employees or secretaries to use a computer .... Japan's minister of cybersecurity admits he's
never used a computer ... the deputy chief of the government's cyber security strategy office has .... Japan's cybersecurity
minister admits he's never used a computer ... Yoshitaka Sakurada, 68, revealed that he has no use for the devices and .... Kyodo
News writes that Sakurada is new to the job–he was appointed cybersecurity minister only last month. So perhaps we should cut
him some .... 15 Nov 2018 – A Japanese minister in charge of cybersecurity has provoked astonishment by admitting he has
never used a computer in his .... A Japanese minister in charge of cybersecurity has provoked astonishment by admitting he has
never used a computer in his professional life, .... Japan cybersecurity minister who doesn't use computers now admits he ...
when he said he doesn't use a computer, has now admitted he's not that ... “I've never felt any inconvenience from not being able
to type by myself.”. 87ec45a87b 
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